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Abstract

Bezrukavnikov-Finkelberg-Mirković [Compos. Math. 141 (2005)] iden-
tified the equivariant K-group of an affine Grassmannian, that we refer
as (the coordinate ring of) a BFM space á là Teleman [Proc. ICM Seoul
(2014)], with a version of Toda lattice. We give a new system of gen-
erators and relations of a certain localization of this space, that can be
seen as a version of its Darboux coordinate. This establishes a conjecture
in Finkelberg-Tymbaliuk [Progress in Math. 300 (2019)] that relates the
BFM space of a connected reductive algebraic group with those of Levi
subgroups.

Introduction

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over C. Let B be a Borel
subgroup of G and let H ⊂ B be its maximal torus. Let GrG denote the
(thin) affine Grassmannian of G. The G-equivariant K-group KG(GrG) of GrG
admits the structure of an algebra, and it is identified with the phase space of
the relativistic Toda lattice in [4]. In particular, the space KG(GrG) carries
a Poisson bracket. Braverman-Finkelberg-Nakajima [42, 9, 10] constructed a
commutative algebra A(G,V ) for each representation V of G, whose spectrum
is supposed to be a part of the space of vacua in the corresponding three-
dimensional gauge theory. The space GrG played an essential rôle there, and
we have a Poisson algebra embedding

A(G,V ) ↪→ A(G, {0}) = KG(GrG). (0.1)

In addition, Teleman [45] gives a recipe to understand A(G,V ) from KG(GrG).
Associated to G, we have its flag manifold B. In [26, 25], we have constructed

a ring morphism connecting KG(GrG) with the equivariant quantum K-group
qKG(B) of B ([19, 36]):

KG(GrG)loc ∼= qKG(B)loc, (0.2)

where the subscripts “loc” denote certain localizations, whose meaning differs
in the both sides. This result, commonly referred to as the K-theoretic Peterson
isomorphism ([34]), also exhibits an aspect of the rich structures of KG(GrG).
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Finkelberg-Tymbaliuk [17] extensively studiedKGL(n)(GrGL(n)) and deduced
an algebra morphism

KGL(n)(GrGL(n)) −→ KL(GrL) (0.3)

for a connected (standard) Levi subgroup L ⊂ GL(n). As this homomorphism is
an incarnation of the coproduct structure of their shifted affine quantum groups
(and also as they have similar homomorphisms for homologies [15]), they led to
conjecture that (0.3) exists for every connected reductive G and also with the
extra Gm-action given by the loop rotation action.

The goal of this paper is to answer this conjecture affirmatively as:

Theorem A (
.
= Theorem 5.1 + Corollary 5.2). For each connected reductive

subgroup H ⊂ L ⊂ G, we have a chain of injective algebra homomorphisms:

KG×Gm(GrG) ↪→ KL×Gm(GrL) ↪→ KH×Gm(GrH).

Since the main portion of Theorem A is the case of simple and simply con-
nected G, we concentrate into this case in the rest of this introduction.

Here KH×Gm
(GrH) is the (quantized) Heisenberg algebra, and hence this

embedding can be seen to equip each KL×Gm
(GrL) with its Darboux coordi-

nate system. In addition, Corollary 3.10 supplies its modification that describes
a certain localization of the ring KL×Gm

(GrL). This makes KG×Gm
(GrG) into

(the quantized phase space of) an integrable system called the relativistic Toda
lattice, as described in Bezrukavnikov-Finkelberg-Mirković [4]. In view of the
homology version of (0.2) discovered by Peterson [44], it can be understood as
the K-theoretic version of the fundamental presentation of (equivariant) quan-
tum cohomology of flag varieties due to Givental-Kim [22] and Kim [30].

In the course of the proof of Theorem A, we exhibit the non-commutative
version of the main result in [26]:

Theorem B (
.
= Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.7). We have a commutative

diagram, whose bottom arrow is an isomorphism of non-commutative rings:

KH×Gm(Qrat
G )

KH×Gm
(GrG)loc //

( �

Φ

66lllllllllllll
qKH×Gm

(B)loc
5 U

Ψ

hhQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

,

where Qrat
G is the semi-infinite flag manifold of G ([25]). Moreover, all of these

morphisms respect Schubert bases.

Our strategy to prove Theorem A is as follows: We first refine some of the
algebraic arguments in [26] to prove Theorem B. Then, we transplant the natural
operations of KG×Gm

(Qrat
G ) and give an algebra generator set of a suitable

localization KG×Gm(GrG)loc of KG×Gm(GrG) in term of the Heisenberg action
of KH×Gm(GrH). These boil down the proof of Theorem A into a comparison of
integral structures. For this comparison, we prove the (Gm-equivariant version
of the) following, best expressed in the language of quantum K-groups.

Let BL be the flag variety of L. Let X∗ be the weight lattice of H. Let
{ϖi}i∈I be the set of fundamental weights with respect to H ⊂ B. We have line
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bundlesOB(−ϖi) andOBL(−ϖi) on B and BL, respectively. Let Q∨
+ denote the

nonnegative span of positive coroots of G, and let Q∨
L,+ denote the nonnegative

span of positive coroots of L. We have a natural inclusion Q∨
L,+ ⊂ Q∨

+. Let us
employ the definition of quantum K-groups as:

qKG(B) = KG(B)⊗ C[[Q∨
+]] and qKL(B

L) = KL(B
L)⊗ C[[Q∨

L,+]],

where β ∈ Q∨
+ defines a formal variable Qβ ∈ C[[Q∨

+]]. These spaces are equipped
with the commutative ring structures whose multiplications are denoted by ⋆.
The multiplication ⋆ coincides with the usual multiplications rules of KG(B) or
KL(B

L) by setting Qβ = 0 for all β ̸= 0.

Theorem C (
.
= Theorem 4.1). There exists a surjective morphism of rings

qKG(B) −→→ qKL(B
L)

obtained by setting Qβ ≡ 0 for β ∈ Q∨
+ \Q∨

L,+. This morphism sends the quan-
tum multiplication of OB(−ϖi) to the quantum multiplication by OBL(−ϖi) for
each i ∈ I.

We remark that the classical analogue of Theorem C is an isomorphism,
sometimes referred to as the “induction equivalence”. We present a direct proof
in the main body of this paper, that yields an interesting representation the-
oretic consequence (Corollary 4.4), though it holds in much greater generality
(Theorem A.1). Theorems C and [27, Theorem A] upgrade the key observations
in Leoung-Li [37] to the K-theoretic settings.

Example D. Assume that G = SL(n,C). Let us choose the fundamental weights
ϖ1, . . . , ϖn−1 and simple coroots α∨

1 , . . . , α
∨
n−1 in accordance with the table in

the end of Bourbaki [6]. We understand that ϖn = 0. Let V = Cn be the dual
vector representation of G. According to Givental-Lee [20], we have

chV = [OB(−ϖ1)] +

n−1∑
i=1

aϖi([OB(−ϖi+1)]) ∈ qKG(B),

where we have aϖi = (1−Qα∨
i )([OB(−ϖi)]⋆)

−1 ∈ End qKG(B). Let L ⊂ G be
a Levi subgroup. If we specialize Qα∨

i = 0 when α∨
i ̸∈ Q∨

L,+, then the effect of

chV restricts to that of qKL(B
L). When α∨

i ̸∈ Q∨
L,+, the effect aϖi becomes a

character twist on qKL(B
L).

Here we warn that the definition of quantum K-groups, as well as the nor-
malizations in Theorem C and Example D are different from the main body of
the paper for the sake of simplicity of expositions.

The organization of this paper is as follows: After recalling preliminary stuffs
in §1, we provide a certain collection of elements in the equivariant K-groups
of semi-infinite flag manifolds (Theorem 2.15) in §2. These collections are the
“reduced version” of line bundles, and the only non-trivial point is that we can
divide the classes of line bundles properly. Using these elements, we provide
(Proposition 3.8) a new system of generators of KG(GrG)loc in §3. In order to
transplant elements from semi-infinite flag manifolds to affine Grassmannian,
we prove Theorem B (Theorem 3.7). In §4, we prove Theorem C (Theorem
4.1), that is an essential tool to compute the “leading terms” of the the maps
in Theorem A. Using them, we prove Theorem A in §5. In Appendix A, we
present an another proof of Theorem C (Theorem A.1) that applies in much
greater generality.
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1 Preliminaries

A vector space is always a C-vector space, and a graded vector space refers
to a Z-graded vector space whose graded pieces are finite-dimensional and its
grading is bounded from the above. Tensor products are taken over C unless
stated otherwise. We define the graded dimension of a graded vector space as

gdimM :=
∑
i∈Z

qi dimCMi ∈ Q((q−1)).

We set Cq := C[q, q−1]. As a rule, we suppress ∅ and associated parenthesis
from notation. This particularly applies to ∅ = J ⊂ I frequently used to specify
parabolic subgroups.

1.1 Groups, root systems, and Weyl groups

Basically, material presented in this subsection can be found in [13, 33].
Let G be a connected, reductive algebraic group over C such that [G,G] is a

simply connected group of rank r and we have a complementary torus H ′ such
that G ∼= [G,G]×H ′. Let B and H be a Borel subgroup and a maximal torus
of G such that H ⊂ B. We set N (= [B,B]) to be the unipotent radical of B.
We denote the Lie algebra of an algebraic group by the corresponding German
small letter. We have a (finite) Weyl group W := NG(H)/H. For an algebraic
group E, we denote its set of C[z]-valued points by E[z], its set of C[[z]]-valued
points by E[[z]], and its set of C(z)-valued points by E(z). Let I ⊂ G[[z]] be the
preimage of B ⊂ G via the evaluation at z = 0 (the Iwahori subgroup of G[[z]]).

Let X∗ := Homgr(H,Gm) be the weight lattice of H, and let X∗(G) denote
the subgroup of X∗ whose elements define characters of G. We set X∗ and
X∗(G) as the dual lattices of X∗ and X∗(G), respectively. We denote the natural
pairings of lattices by ⟨•, •⟩.

Let ∆ ⊂ X∗ be the set of roots, let ∆+ ⊂ ∆ be the set of roots that
yield root subspaces in b, and let Π ⊂ ∆+ be the set of simple roots. We set
∆− := −∆+. Let Q∨ ⊂ X∗ be the Z-span of coroots. We define Π∨ ⊂ Q∨

to be the set of positive simple coroots, and let Q∨
+ ⊂ Q∨ be the set of non-

negative integer span of Π∨. For β, γ ∈ X∗, we define β ≥ γ if and only if
β − γ ∈ Q∨

+. Let I := {1, 2, . . . , r}. We fix bijections I ∼= Π ∼= Π∨ such
that i ∈ I corresponds to αi ∈ Π, its coroot α∨

i ∈ Π∨, and a simple reflection
si ∈ W corresponding to αi. We also have a reflection sα ∈ W corresponding
to α ∈ ∆+. For each J ⊂ I, we set X∗

+(J) := {λ ∈ X∗ | ⟨α∨
i , λ⟩ ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ J}.

Let {ϖi}i∈I ⊂ X∗
+ be the set of fundamental weights (i.e. ⟨α∨

i , ϖj⟩ = δi,j) and
we set ρ :=

∑
i∈Iϖi =

1
2

∑
α∈∆+ α ∈ X∗

+.
For a subset J ⊂ I, we define P J to be the standard parabolic subgroup of G

corresponding to J. I.e. we have b ⊂ pJ ⊂ g and pJ contains the root subspace
corresponding to −αi (i ∈ I) if and only if i ∈ J. Then, the set of characters
of P J is identified with X∗

0(J) := X∗(G)⊕Λ(I\J), where we set ΛJ :=
∑

i∈J Zϖi.
We also set

ΛJ
++ :=

∑
j∈J

Z>0ϖj ⊂ ΛJ
+ :=

∑
j∈J

Z≥0ϖj ⊂ X∗, Q∨
J,+ :=

∑
j∈J

Z≥0α
∨
j ⊂ Q∨

J :=
∑
j∈J

Zα∨
j .

We define W J ⊂ W to be the subgroup generated by {si}i∈J. It is the Weyl
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group of the maximal reductive subgroup LJ of P J that contains H (we refer
LJ as the standard Levi subgroup of P J in the below).

Let λ ∈ X∗. We consider the subset

Σ(λ) := convex span of {Wλ} ⊂ X∗ ⊗Z R.

We set Σ∗(λ) := Σ(λ) \ {Wλ}.
We set G := G×Gm, LJ := LJ ×Gm, and H := H ×Gm for the simplicity

of notation.
Let ∆af := ∆ × Zδ ∪ {mδ}m̸=0 be the untwisted affine root system of ∆

with its positive part ∆+ ⊂ ∆af,+. We set α0 := −ϑ+ δ, Πaf := Π ∪ {α0}, and
Iaf := I∪{0}, where ϑ is the highest root of ∆+. We setWaf :=W⋉Q∨ and call
it the affineWeyl group. It is a reflection group generated by {si | i ∈ Iaf}, where
s0 is the reflection with respect to α0. Let ℓ :Waf → Z≥0 be the length function

and let wJ
0 ∈ W be the longest element in W J ⊂ Waf . We set W̃af := W ⋉ X∗

and call it the extended affine Weyl group. We have tβ ∈ X∗ ⊂ W̃af for each
β ∈ X∗ such that tβ ∈ Waf for β ∈ Q∨, utβu

−1 = tuβ for each u ∈ W , and
t−ϑ∨ := sϑs0 (for the coroot ϑ∨ of ϑ). By setting

ℓ(wtγ) = ℓ(tγw) = ℓ(w)

for w ∈ Waf and γ ∈ X∗(G), we extend the length function to W̃af (that is
possible by X∗ ∼= X∗(G)×Q∨).

Let ≤ be the Bruhat order ofWaf . In other words, w ≤ v holds if and only if
a subexpression of a reduced decomposition of v yields a reduced decomposition
of w (see [5]). We define the generic (semi-infinite) Bruhat order ≤∞

2
as:

w ≤∞
2
v ⇔ wtβ ≤ vtβ for every β ∈ Q∨ such that ⟨β, αi⟩ ≪ 0 for i ∈ I.

(1.1)
By [38], this defines a preorder on Waf . Here we remark that w ≤ v if and only
if w ≥∞

2
v for w, v ∈W .

Theorem 1.1 (Peterson [44] Lecture 13). Let w ∈ Waf be such that w ≤∞
2
e.

We have w = utβ for some u ∈W and β ∈ Q∨
+. 2

For w, v ∈ W̃af , we write w ≥∞
2
v if and only if there exists γ ∈ X∗(G) such

that wtγ , vtγ ∈Waf and wtγ ≥∞
2
vtγ .

Let W̃−
af denote the set of minimal length representatives of W̃af/W in W̃af .

We set
X−

∗ (J) := {β ∈ X∗ | ⟨β, αi⟩ < 0,∀i ∈ J}

and
X≤

∗ (J) := {β ∈ X∗ | ⟨β, αi⟩ ≤ 0,∀i ∈ J}.

We have X−
∗ (J) ⊂ X−

∗ (J
′) and X≤

∗ (J) ⊂ X≤
∗ (J

′) when J′ ⊂ J.

Theorem 1.2 (see e.g. Macdonald [39]). For β ∈ X−
∗ , it holds:

1. We have ℓ(utβ) = ℓ(tβ)− ℓ(u) and ℓ(tβu) = ℓ(tβ)+ ℓ(u) for every u ∈W ;

2. For each u ∈W and β′ ∈ X≤
∗ , we have

ℓ(tuβ) = ℓ(utβu
−1) = ℓ(tβ) and ℓ(tu(β+β′)) = ℓ(tuβ)+ ℓ(tuβ′) = 2 ⟨β + β′, ρ⟩ ;
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3. Each w ∈ W̃−
af is decomposed into w = utγ for some u ∈ W and γ ∈ X≤

∗
such that ℓ(w) = ℓ(tγ)− ℓ(u).

Proof. The first assertions follow from [39, (2.4.1)]. The second assertions follow
from 1) and [39, (2.4.2)]. The third assertion is a consequence of [39, (2.4.3)].

For each λ ∈ X∗
+(J), we denote a finite-dimensional simple P J-module with a

non-zero B-eigenvector vλ of H-weight λ by V J(λ). Let R(G) be the (complex-
ified) representation ring of G. We have an identification R(G) = (C[H])W ⊂
CX∗ by taking characters. For a semi-simple H-module V , we set

chV :=
∑
λ∈X∗

eλ · dimC HomH(Cλ, V ).

If V is a Z-graded H-module in addition, then we set

gchV :=
∑

λ∈X,n∈Z

qneλ · dimC HomH(Cλ, Vn).

For aH-equivariant coherent sheaf on a projectiveH-variety X , let χ(X ,F) ∈
C[H] denote its equivariant Euler-Poincaré characteristic. We set X∗

af := X∗⊕Zδ
and understand that eδ = q ∈ CX∗

af = C[H].

For J′ ⊂ J ⊂ I, we identify W J/W J′ with its minimal coset representative
in W J. We set BJ

J′ := P J/P J′ and call it the partial flag manifold of LJ. It is
equipped with the Bruhat decomposition

BJ
J′ =

⊔
w∈W J/W J′

OJ
J′(w)

into B-orbits such that codimBJ
J′
OJ

J′(w) = ℓ(w) for each w ∈ W J/W J′ . We set

BJ
J′(w) := OJ

J′(w) ⊂ BJ.
We have a notion of H-equivariant K-group KH(BJ

J′) of B
J
J′ with coefficients

in C (see e.g. [32]). Explicitly, we have

KH(BJ
J′) =

⊕
w∈W J/W J′

C[H] [OBJ
J′ (w)]. (1.2)

For each λ ∈ wJ
0X∗

0(J
′), we have a line bundle OBJ

J′
(λ) such that

chH0(BJ
J′ ,OBJ

J′
(λ)) = chV J(λ), OBJ

J′
(λ)⊗O

BJ
J′
OBJ

J′
(−µ) ∼= OBJ

J′
(λ− µ)

holds for λ, µ ∈ wJ
0X∗

0(J
′) ∩ X∗

+(J).

1.2 The nil-DAHA and its spherical version

Definition 1.3. The nil-DAHA Hq or Hq(G) of type G is a Cq-algebra gener-
ated by {eλ}λ∈X∗ ∪ {Di}i∈Iaf ∪ {Tγ}γ∈X∗(G) subject to the following relations:

1. eλ+µ = eλ · eµ for λ, µ ∈ X∗;

2. D2
i = Di for each i ∈ Iaf ;
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3. For each distinct i, j ∈ Iaf , we set mi,j ∈ Z>0 as the minimum number
such that (sisj)

mi,j = 1. Then, we have

mi,j-terms︷ ︸︸ ︷
DiDj · · · =

mi,j-terms︷ ︸︸ ︷
DjDi · · ·;

4. For each λ ∈ X∗ and i ∈ Iaf , we have

Die
λ − esiλDi =

eλ − esiλ

1− eαi
, where eα0 = q · e−ϑ∨

;

5. TγTγ′ = Tγ′Tγ for each γ, γ′ ∈ X∗(G);

6. TγDi = DiTγ for each i ∈ Iaf and γ ∈ X∗(G);

7. Tγe
λ = q⟨γ,λ⟩eλTγ for each λ ∈ X∗ and γ ∈ X∗(G).

We also consider the Cq-subalgebras H0
q ,Hq(J) ⊂ Hq generated by {Di | i ∈

Iaf} and {eλ, Di | λ ∈ X∗, i ∈ J} (for J ⊂ Iaf), respectively.

Let S′q := C[H]⊗CWaf be the smash product algebra, whose multiplication
reads as:

(eλ ⊗ w)(eµ ⊗ v) = eλ+wµ ⊗ wv λ, µ ∈ X∗
af , w, v ∈Waf .

We add 1⊗ tγ ∈ C⊗ CW̃af (γ ∈ X∗(G)) such that

(eλ ⊗ tγ)(e
µ ⊗ tγ′) = q⟨γ,µ⟩eλ+µ ⊗ tγ+γ′ λ, µ ∈ X∗

af , γ, γ
′ ∈ X∗(G)

to S′q to obtain the smash product algebra Sq := C[H]⊗CW̃af . Let C(H) denote
the fraction field of (the Laurant polynomial algebra) C[H]. We have a scalar
extension

Rq := C(H)⊗C[H] Sq = C(H)⊗C CW̃af .

The following is a very slight extension of [35] §2.2 (and hence we omit its
proof):

Theorem 1.4 (cf. [35] §2.2). We have an embedding of algebras ı∗ : Hq ↪→ Rq:

eλ 7→ eλ ⊗ 1, Di 7→
1

1− eαi
⊗ 1− eαi

1− eαi
⊗ si, Tγ 7→ 1⊗ tγ .

for each λ ∈ X∗
af , i ∈ Iaf , and γ ∈ X∗(G).

Corollary 1.5 (Leibniz fule for Di). Let i ∈ Iaf and λ ∈ X∗
af . We have

Di · eλ =
eλ − esiλ

1− eαi
+ esiλ ·Di in Rq.

Since we have a natural action of Rq on C(H), we obtain an action of Hq on
C(H) (in a way it preserves C[H]), that we call the polynomial representation.

For w ∈ tγWaf (γ ∈ X∗(G)), we find a reduced expression w = tγsi1 · · · siℓ
(i1, . . . , iℓ ∈ Iaf) and set

Dw := TγDsi1
Dsi2

· · ·Dsiℓ
∈ Hq.
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By Definition 1.3 3), the element Dw is independent of the choice of a reduced
expression. By Definition 1.3 2), we have DiDw0

= Dw0
for each i ∈ I, and

hence D2
w0

= Dw0
. We have an explicit form

Dw0
= 1⊗

(∑
w∈W

w

)
· e−ρ∏

α∈∆+(e−α/2 − eα/2)
⊗ 1 ∈ Aq (1.3)

obtained from the (left W -invariance of the) Weyl character formula. We set

Hsph
q ≡ Hsph

q (G) := Dw0
HqDw0

and call it the spherical nil-DAHA of type G.

Theorem 1.6 (see e.g. Kostant-Kumar [32]). We have a Hq(I)-action on
KH(B) with the following properties:

1. For each λ ∈ X∗, the left multiplication by eλ ∈ Hq(I) is equal to the
H-character twist of KH(B) by eλ;

2. For each i ∈ I, we have

Di([OB(w)]) =

{
[OB(siw)] (siw < w)

[OB(w)] (siw > w)
;

3. For λ ∈ X∗, the twist by OB(λ) defines a Hq(I)-module automorphism;

4. We have KG(B) = Dw0
KH(B);

5. We have KH(B) = Hq(I) · [OB] = Cq[H] ·KG(B) ⊂ KH(B).

Corollary 1.7. For each J′ ⊂ J ⊂ I, we have a Hq(J
′)-module map

KH(BJ) −→ KH(BJ′)

that sends [OBJ(λ)] to [OBJ′ (λ)] for every λ ∈ X∗.

Proof. We have an algebra map KLJ(BJ) −→ KLJ′ (BJ′) that sends [OBJ(λ)] to
[OBJ′ (λ)] for every λ ∈ X∗. It is invariant under the action of Dj for j ∈ J′

by Theorem 1.6 3). By extending the scalar, we obtain a map KH(BJ) −→
KH(BJ′). By the Leibniz rule, this map commutes with the Di-actions for each
i ∈ J′. Thus, it gives rise to a Hq(J

′)-module map as required.

Corollary 1.8 ([32]). For each J′ ⊂ J ⊂ I, the pullback defines a subspace

KH(BJ
J′)

∼= KH(BJ)DwJ′
0
⊂ KH(BJ).

1.3 Quasi-map spaces

Here we recall basics of quasi-map spaces from [16, 14].
We have W -equivariant isomorphism H2(B,Z) ∼= Q∨. This identifies the

(integral points of the) effective cone of B with Q∨
+. A quasi-map (f,D) is a

map f : P1 → B together with an I-colored effective divisor

D =
∑

i∈I,x∈P1(C)

mx(α
∨
i )α

∨
i ⊗ [x] ∈ Q∨ ⊗Z DivP1 with mx(α

∨) ∈ Z≥0.
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We call D the defect of (f,D). We define the total defect of (f,D) by

|D| :=
∑

i∈I,x∈P1(C)

mx(α
∨
i )α

∨
i ∈ Q∨

+.

For each β ∈ Q∨
+, we set

Q(B, β) := {f : P1 → X | quasi-map s.t. f∗[P1] + |D| = β},

where f∗[P1] is the class of the image of P1 multiplied by the degree of P1 → Im f .
We denote Q(B, β) by QG(β) or Q(β) for simplicity.

Definition 1.9 (Drinfeld-Plücker data). Consider a collection L = {(ψλ,Lλ)}λ∈Λ+

of inclusions ψλ : Lλ ↪→ V (λ)⊗C OP1 of line bundles Lλ over P1. The data L is
called a Drinfeld-Plücker data (DP-data) if the canonical inclusion of G-modules

ηλ,µ : V (λ+ µ) ↪→ V (λ)⊗ V (µ)

induces an isomorphism

ηλ,µ ⊗ id : ψλ+µ(Lλ+µ)
∼=−→ ψλ(Lλ)⊗OP1

ψµ(Lµ)

for every λ, µ ∈ Λ+.

Theorem 1.10 (Drinfeld, see Finkelberg-Mirković [16]). The variety Q(β) is
isomorphic to the variety formed by isomorphism classes of the DP-data L =
{(ψλ,Lλ)}λ∈Λ+ such that deg Lλ = ⟨w0β, λ⟩. In addition, Q(β) is an irreducible
variety of dimension dim B+ 2 ⟨β, ρ⟩.

Theorem 1.11 (Braverman-Finkelberg [8]). The variety Q(β) is a normal va-
riety with rational singularities.

For each λ ∈ X∗, and β ∈ Q∨
+, we have a G-equivariant line bundle OQ(β)(λ)

obtained by the tensor product of the pull-backs OQ(β)(ϖi) of the i-th O(1) via
the embedding

Q(β) ↪→
∏
i∈I

P(V (ϖi)⊗C C[z]≤−⟨w0β,ϖi⟩) (1.4)

and a G-character. We have χ(Q(β),OQ(λ)) ∈ C[H] for β ∈ Q∨, λ ∈ X∗, where
the grading q is understood to count the degree of z detected by the Gm-action.
Here we understand that χ(Q(β),OQ(β)(λ)) = 0 if β ̸∈ Q∨

+.
We have an embedding B ⊂ Q(β) such that the line bundles O(λ) (λ ∈ X∗)

correspond to each other by restrictions ([8, 24]).

1.4 Graph and map spaces and their line bundles

We refer [31, 18, 20] for the precise definitions of the notions appearing in this
subsection.

For each non-negative integer n and β ∈ Q∨
+, we set GBn,β to be the space of

stable maps of genus zero curves with n-marked points to (P1 ×B) of bidegree
(1, β), that is also called the graph space of B. A point of GBn,β is a genus zero
curve C with n-marked points {x1, . . . , xn}, together with a map to P1 of degree
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one. Hence, we have a unique P1-component of C that maps isomorphically onto
P1. We call this component the main component of C and denote it by C0. For a
genus zero curve C, let |C| denote the number of its irreducible components. The
space GBn,β is a normal projective variety by [18, Theorem 2] that have at worst
quotient singularities arising from the automorphism of curves (in particular,
they have rational singularities). The natural H-action on (P1 × B) induces a
natural H-action on GBn,β . Moreover, GB0,β has only finitely many isolated
H-fixed points, and thus we can apply the formalism of Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz
localization (cf. [20, p200L26] and [8, Proof of Lemma 5]).

We have a morphism πn,β : GBn,β → Q(β) that factors through GB0,β

(Givental’s main lemma [21]; see [14, §8] and [18, §1.3]). Let ẽvj : GBn,β →
P1 × B (1 ≤ j ≤ n) be the evaluation at the j-th marked point, and let
evj : GBn,β → B be its composition with the second projection. The vari-
ety GBn,β is irreducible (as a special feature of flag varieties, see [18, §1.2] and
[29]).

Let X(β) ⊂ GB2,β denote the subscheme such that the first marked point
projects to 0 ∈ P1, and the second marked point projects to ∞ ∈ P1 through
the first projection of P1 × B. By abuse of notation, we write the restriction
of evi (i = 1, 2) to X(β) by the same letter. Let πβ : X(β) → Q(β) be the
restriction of π2,β to X(β). In view of Theorem 1.11, the morphism πβ is the
rational resolution of singularities in an orbifold sense.

For each λ ∈ X∗, we have a line bundle OX(β)(λ) := π∗
βOQ(β)(λ). In case we

want to stress the group G, we write XG(β) instead of X(β).

1.5 Equivariant quantum K-group of B

We introduce a polynomial ring CQ∨
+ and the formal power series ring C[[Q∨

+]]

with their variables Qi = Qα∨
i (i ∈ I). We set Qβ :=

∏
i∈IQ

⟨β,ϖi⟩
i for each

β ∈ Q∨. We define the G-equivariant (small) quantum Dq-module of B as:

qKG(B) := KG(B)⊗ CQ∨
+. (1.5)

Note that the specialization q = 1 yields

qKG(B) := KG(B)⊗ CQ∨
+. (1.6)

Let qKG(B)∧ and qKG(B)∧ denote the completions of qKG(B) and qKG(B)
with respect to the variables {Qi}i∈I.

Let ⟨•, •⟩GW be the R(G)-linear pairing on qKG(B)∧ defined as:

⟨a, b⟩GW :=
∑

β∈Q∨
+

χ(X(β), ev∗1a⊗ ev∗1b)Q
β ∈ C[H][[Q∨

+]] a, b ∈ qKG(B)∧.

Since the specialization Qβ = 0 (β ̸= 0) recovers the (G-equivariant) Euler-
Poincaré pairing of B, we know that ⟨•, •⟩GW is non-degenerate. For each λ ∈ X∗,
the bilinear functional

⟨a, b⟩GWλ :=
∑

β∈Q∨
+

χ(X(β), π∗
βOQ(β)(λ)⊗ ev∗1a⊗ ev∗1b)Q

β ∈ C[H][[Q∨
+]]

induces a(n unique) linear operator Aλ(•) on qKG(B)∧ such that⟨
Aλa, b

⟩GW
= ⟨a, b⟩GWλ a, b ∈ qKG(B)∧.
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We remark that the operator Aλ is the character twist when λ ∈ X∗(G). In
case we want to stress the dependence on G, we write ⟨•, •⟩GWG and Aλ

G instead

of ⟨•, •⟩GW and Aλ, respectively.

Theorem 1.12 (Iritani-Milanov-Tonita [23] and [26]). We have:

1. For λ, µ ∈ X∗, we have Aλ ◦Aµ = Aλ+µ in EndR(G)(qKG(B)∧);

2. For λ ∈ X∗ and c ∈ KG(B)⊗ 1 ⊂ qKG(B), we have

Aλc ≡ OB(λ)⊗OB
c mod (Qi | i ∈ I);

3. The q = 1 specialization of the operator A−ϖi (i ∈ I) is the quantum
multiplication by [OB(−ϖi)] on qKG(B);

4. The R(G)-action, the CQ∨-action, together with the quantum multiplica-
tions by [OB(−ϖi)] (i ∈ I), generates qKG(B) as a ring;

5. For f ∈ Cq[A
λ, Qβ | λ ∈ X∗, β ∈ Q∨

+], we have f [OB] = 0 in qKG(B) if
and only if

⟨f [OB], [OB]⟩GWλ = 0 λ ∈ Λ+.

Proof. The first two assertions follows from [23] Proposition 2.13 and Proposi-
tion 2.10, respectively. The third assertion is [1, Lemma 6] (or [26, Theorem
4.2]). The fourth assertion is a consequence of the finiteness of quantum K-
groups, seen in [1, Proposition 9] and [26, Corollary 3.3]. The fifth assertion
can be read off from the proof of [26, Theorem 3.11].

2 Preparatory results

2.1 Affine Grassmanians

We define our (thin) affine Grassmannian and (thin) flag manifold by

GrG := G((z))/G[[z]] and XG := G((z))/I,

respectively. We have a natural map π : XG → GrG whose fiber is isomorphic to
B. By [3, §4.6] (cf. [40, §2]), the sets of connected components of GrG and XG

are in bijection with X∗(G). Here we note that our assumption on G guarantees
that all connected components of GrG are mutually isomorphic as ind-varieties
with G[[z]]-actions.

Theorem 2.1 (Bruhat decomposition, [33] Corollary 6.1.20). We have I-orbit
decompositions

GrG =
⊔

β∈X∗

G̊rG(β) and X =
⊔

w∈W̃af

Oaf
G (w)

with the following properties:

1. we have Oaf
G (v) ⊂ Oaf

G (w) if and only if v ≤ w;

2. π(Oaf
G (w)) ⊂ G̊rG(β) if and only if w ∈ tβW . 2
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Let us set GrG(β) := G̊rG(β) and Xw := Oaf
G (w) for β ∈ X∗ and w ∈ W̃af .

For w ∈ W̃−
af , we also set GrG(w) := GrG(β) for β ∈ X∗ such that w ∈ tβW .

We set

KH(GrG) :=
⊕
β∈X∗

C[H] [OGrG(β)] and KH(XG) :=
⊕

w∈W̃af

C[H] [OXw
].

The following is an affine version of Theorem 1.6:

Theorem 2.2 (Kostant-Kumar [32]). The vector space KH(XG) affords a reg-
ular representation of Hq such that:

1. the subalgebra C[H] ⊂ Hq acts by the multiplication of the coefficients;

2. we have Di[OXw
] = [OXsiw

] (siw > w) or [OXw
] (siw < w). 2

Being a regular representation, we sometimes identify KH(XG) with Hq

(through eλ[OXw
] ↔ eλDw for λ ∈ Xaf

∗ , w ∈ W̃af) and consider product of two
elements in Hq ∪KH(XG). We may denote this product on KH(XG) by ⊙q.

Theorem 2.3 (Kostant-Kumar [32]). The pullback defines an inclusion map
π∗ : KH(GrG) ↪→ KH(XG) such that

π∗[OGrG(β)] = [Xtβ ]Dw0 β ∈ Q∨.

In particular, Imπ∗ = Hq ⊙q Dw0
is a Hq-submodule. 2

Theorem 2.4. Let w ∈ W̃−
af and let β ∈ X−

∗ . We have

π∗[OGrG(w)]⊙q π
∗[OGrG(β)] = π∗[OGrG(wtβ)].

Proof. We have ℓ(tβ) = ℓ(w0) + ℓ(w0tβ) by Theorem 1.2 1). We have w = utγ
for some u ∈ W and γ ∈ X≤

∗ such that ℓ(w) = ℓ(tγ) − ℓ(u) by Theorem 1.2
3). Now we have ℓ(utγ+β) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(tβ) by Theorem 1.2 2). From these, the
assertion follows by Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 2.4 implies that the set

{π∗[OGrG(β)] | β ∈ X−
∗ } ⊂ (KH(GrG),⊙q)

forms a multiplicative system with respect to the right action. We denote by
KH(GrG)loc the localization of KH(GrG) with respect to this right action. The
action of an element [OGrG(β)] on KH(GrG) in Theorem 2.4 is torsion-free,
and hence we have an embedding KH(GrG) ⊂ KH(GrG)loc. Since the left
Hq-module structure on (KH(GrG),⊙q) commutes with this right action, we
conclude that KH(GrG)loc is a Hq-module that contains KH(GrG).

Corollary 2.5. Let i ∈ I. For β ∈ X−
∗ , we set

hi := π∗[OGrG(sitβ)]⊙q π
∗[OGrG(tβ)]

−1.

Then, the element hi is independent of the choice of β.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.4, we have

[OGrG(sitγ+β)]⊙q [OGrG(tγ+β)]
−1 = [OGrG(sitβ)]⊙q [OGrG(tγ)]⊙q [OGrG(tγ)]

−1 ⊙q [OGrG(tβ)]
−1

= [OGrG(sitβ)]⊙q [OGrG(tβ)]
−1

for γ ∈ X−
∗ . Hence, we conclude the assertion.

In the below, we may drop π∗ in the notation and consider

KG(GrG) = Dw0
KH(GrG) ∼= Dw0

KH(XG)Dw0
⊂ KH(XG)

as a subalgebra of KH(XG). Note that [OGrG(β)] ∈ KG(GrG) for β ∈ X−
∗ . In

addition, [OGrG(0)] is the multiplicative unit of KG(GrG), and we sometimes
denote it by 1. It is clear that KG(GrG) affords a regular representation of
Hsph

q .
For each γ ∈ X∗, we can write γ = β1−β2, where β1, β2 ∈ X−

∗ . In particular,
we have an element

tγ := [OGrG(tβ1
)]⊙q [OGrG(tβ2

)]
−1.

Lemma 2.6. For each γ ∈ Q∨, the element tγ ∈ KG(GrG)loc is independent
of the choices involved.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 2.5. The detail is left to the readers.

2.2 Semi-infinite flag manifolds

In this subsection, we assume that G is a simple algebraic group. This assump-
tion implies Λ = X∗, Q∨ = X∗, and Waf = W̃af . In [25], we have exhibited
an ind-scheme Qrat

G of ind-infinite type that is universal among these whose set
C-valued points are G((z))/(H ·N((z))). It is equipped with a G((z))-equivariant
line bundle OQrat

G
(λ) for each λ ∈ X∗. Here we normalized the label of line

bundles such that Γ(Qrat
G ,OQrat

G
(λ)) is co-generated by its H-weight λ-part as

a B((z))-module.

Theorem 2.7 ([16, 14]). We have an I-orbit decomposition

Qrat
G =

⊔
w∈Waf

O(w)

with the following properties:

1. each O(w) has infinite dimension and infinite codimension in Qrat
G ;

2. the right action of γ ∈ Q∨ on Qrat
G yields the translation O(w) 7→ O(wtγ);

3. we have O(w) ⊂ O(v) if and only if w ≤∞
2
v. 2

We define a C[H]-module KH(Qrat
G ) as:

KH(Qrat
G ) := {

∑
w∈Waf

aw[OQG(w)] | aw ∈ C[H], ∃β0 ∈ Q∨ s.t. autβ = 0, ∀u ∈W,β ̸> β0},
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where the sum in the definition is understood to be formal (i.e. we allow infinite
sums). We define its subset

KH(QG(tβ)) := {
∑

w∈Waf

aw[OQG(w)] | aw ∈ C[H] s.t. autγ = 0, ∀u ∈W,γ ̸≥ β}

for each β ∈ Q∨. Employing the family {KH(QG(tβ))}β∈Q∨ of subsets of
KH(Qrat

G ) as an open base of 0, we obtain a topology on KH(Qrat
G ).

Theorem 2.8 ([28] Theorem 6.5). The vector space KH(Qrat
G ) affords a repre-

sentation of Hq such that:

1. the subalgebra C[H] ⊂ Hq acts by the multiplication as C[H]-modules;

2. we have

Di([OQG(w)]) =

{
[OQG(siw)] (siw >∞

2
w)

[OQG(w)] (siw <∞
2
w)

.

For each β ∈ Q∨, we set

KG(Qrat
G ) := Dw0

(KH(Qrat
G )) and KG(QG(tβ)) := Dw0

(KH(QG(tβ))).

From the description of Theorem 2.8, we deduce that the right Q∨-action
gives Hq-module endomorphisms of KH(Qrat

G ). We denote this endomorphism
for β ∈ Q∨ by Qβ . It gives rise to an endomorphism of KG(Qrat

G ). We set
Cq((Q

∨)) := CqQ
∨ ⊗CqQ∨

+
Cq[[Q

∨
+]]. The commutative rings CqQ

∨ and Cq((Q
∨))

act on KG(Qrat
G ) from the right.

Theorem 2.9. For each λ ∈ Λ, the C[H]-linear extension of the assignment

[OQG(w)] 7→ [OQG(w)(λ)] ∈ KH(Qrat
G ) w ∈Waf

defines a Hq-module automorphism (that we call Ξ(λ)). In addition, we have:

1. Ξ(λ) ◦ Ξ(µ) = Ξ(λ+ µ) for λ, µ ∈ Λ;

2. [OQG(w)(λ)] = ewλ[OQG(w)] +
∑

v<∞
2
w a

v
w(λ)[OQG(v)] for a

v
w ∈ C[H];

3. The coefficients avw belongs to a Cq-span of {eµ}µ∈Σ(λ);

4. [OB(w)(λ)] = ewλ[OB(w)] +
∑

w<v∈W avw(λ)[OB(v)] for each w ∈W .

Proof. The existence of the Hq-module structure and the assertion in the first
item follow from [28, Theorem 6.4] (though the definition of the K-groups are
slightly different). The second item follows by [28, Theorem 5.10] since a path
with the equal initial/final directions is unique, and the path interpretation
of coefficients avw automatically imposes order relation v <∞

2
w (see [28, §2.3]).

The third item follows from the fact that avw is obtained as a q-weighted count of
the character of the global Weyl modules, whose set of H-weights are contained
in Σ(λ) (see e.g. [24, §1.2]).

We prove the fourth item. The open dense G[[z]]-orbit O of QG(e) is the
affine fibration over B, and its fiber is a homogeneous space of ker (G[[z]] → G).
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Since the restriction from QG(e) to B passes Cµ ⊗ OQG(e)(λ) to Cµ ⊗ OB(λ)
(λ, µ ∈ Λ), this restriction yields a C[H]-linear map

KH(QG(e)) −→ KH(O)
∼=−→ KH(B),

with its kernel spanned by [OQ(utβ)] for u ∈ W and β ̸= 0. This also maps
[OQ(u)] to [OB(u)] for each u ∈ W . Since v ̸∈ W and v ≤∞

2
e implies v = utβ

with u ∈W and 0 ̸= β ∈ Q∨
+, we conclude the assertion in the third item.

Lemma 2.10 ([26] Lemma 1.14). For each i ∈ I, we have

[OQG(si)] = [OQG(e)]− eϖi [OQG(e)(−ϖi)].

We consider a C[H]-module endomorphism Hi (i ∈ I) of KH(Qrat
G ) as:

Hi : [OQG(w)] 7→ [OQG(w)]− eϖi [OQG(w)(−ϖi)] w ∈Waf .

Lemma 2.11. For i, j ∈ I, we have

Ξ(ϖi) ◦Qα∨
j = q−⟨α

∨
j ,ϖi⟩Qα∨

j ◦ Ξ(ϖi) ∈ EndHq
KH(Qrat

G ).

Proof. For each w ∈Waf , we have

Ξ(ϖi)([OQG(w)]) =
∑

v∈Waf

awv [OQG(v)], where awv ∈ C[H] and

gchΓ(QG(w),OQG(w)(λ+ϖi)) =
∑

v∈Waf

awv gchΓ(QG(v),OQG(v)(λ))

for each λ ∈ Λ+. Since we have

gchΓ(QG(wtγ),OQG(wtγ)(λ)) = q−⟨γ,λ⟩gchΓ(QG(w),OQG(w)(λ))

for each γ ∈ Q∨ and λ ∈ Λ by [25, Corollary A.4], we deduce that

Ξ(ϖi) ◦Qα∨
j ([OQG(w)]) = q−⟨α

∨
j ,ϖi⟩Qα∨

j ◦ Ξ(ϖi)([OQG(w)]).

Thus, the C[H]-linearity of the composition maps implies the result.

The following result is a version of the Demazure character formula for semi-
infinite flag manifolds [24, Theorem A]:

Theorem 2.12. Let w ∈W and λ ∈ Λ. We have

Dtwβ
[OQG(w)(λ)] = [OQG(wtβ)(λ)] = q−⟨β,λ⟩Qβ [OQG(w)(λ)]

for every β ∈ Q∨
<. Moreover, {OQG(e)(λ)}λ∈Λ is a Cq((Q

∨))-free basis of
KG(Qrat

G ).

Proof. The first assertion for λ ∈ Λ+ is [24, Theorem 4.13] (it lifts to the formal
version by [28]). In view of Theorem 2.9, it prolongs to all λ ∈ Λ. This proves
the first assertion.

We prove the second assertion. Note that
⊕

u∈W C[H][OQG(u)] ⊂ KH(Qrat
G )

is stable by the Hq(I)-action, and it is isomorphic to KH(B) as Hq(I)-modules
by the comparison of the actions. In view of Theorem 2.9 2) and 4), it follows
that the coefficient of [OQG(e)] distinguishes two elements in the Dw0-invariants
of
⊕

u∈W C[H][OQG(u)]. Since we allow formal sums with respect to Q∨
+, we

conclude that {OQG(e)(λ)}λ∈Λ defines a Cq[[Q
∨]]-free basis of KG(QG(e)). Now

the assertion follows by the Q∨-translations.
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Lemma 2.13. For each i ∈ Iaf , λ ∈ X∗, and w ∈Waf , we have

Di(e
λ[OQG(w)]) ≡



eλ[OQG(w)] + esiλ[OQG(siw)] ⟨α∨
i , λ⟩ < 0, siw >∞

2
w

eλ[OQG(siw)] ⟨α∨
i , λ⟩ = 0, siw >∞

2
w

−esiλ[OQG(w)] + esiλ[OQG(siw)] ⟨α∨
i , λ⟩ > 0, siw >∞

2
w

(eλ + esiλ)[OQG(w)] ⟨α∨
i , λ⟩ < 0, siw <∞

2
w

eλ[OQG(w)] ⟨α∨
i , λ⟩ = 0, siw <∞

2
w

0 ⟨α∨
i , λ⟩ > 0, siw <∞

2
w

modulo the Cq-span of {eµ[OQG(v)] | µ ∈ Σ∗(λ), v ∈Waf}.

Proof. The assertion follows from the behavior of the Hecke operators (i.e. Di−
1) seen in (the t = 0 version of the t1/2-twist of) [12, Proposition 3.3]. One can
also directly prove using Corollary 1.5 and the convexity results in [12, §1].

Let λ ∈ Λ. We consider two subspaces

K⪯λ := SpanCq
{eµ[OQG(w)] | w ∈Waf , µ ∈ Σ(λ)} ⊂ KH(Qrat

G )

K≺λ := SpanCq
{eµ[OQG(w)] | w ∈Waf , µ ∈ Σ∗(λ)} ⊂ KH(Qrat

G ).

Here we stress that our span consists of finite sums.

Corollary 2.14. For each λ ∈ Λ, the spaces K≺λ ⊂ K⪯λ are H0
q-submodules

of KH(Qrat
G ).

Proof. Combine Theorem 2.8, Corollary 1.5, and Lemma 2.13.

Theorem 2.15. For each λ ∈ Λ, we have a unique element C(λ) ∈ K⪯λ with
the following properties:

1. We have C(λ) ≡ Dw0(e
w0λ[OQG(w0)]) mod K≺λ;

2. For each β ∈ Q∨
<, we have DtβC(λ) = q−⟨β,λ⟩C(λ)Qβ.

Proof of Theorem 2.15. We prove the assertion by induction on the inclusion re-
lation between Σ(λ). We assume that Dw0

K≺λ is spanned by the joint eigenvec-
tors with respect to the action of {Dtβ}β∈Q∨

<
, and construct C(λ) ∈ Dw0

K⪯λ.
Thanks to Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.9, the element C(λ) exists (in fact
uniquely) as an element in KH(Qrat

G ).
The case λ = 0 is clear by setting C(0) := Dw0([OQG(w0)]) = [OQG(e)]

thanks to Lemma 2.13.
We consider the general case by induction. Write e >∞

2
w = utγ for u ∈W

and γ ∈ Q∨
+. Let β

′ ∈ Q∨
< be such that γ + β′ ∈ Q∨

<. We have

ℓ(wtβ′) = ℓ(tβ′)− ℓ(u)− 2 ⟨γ, ρ⟩ and hence ℓ(wtβ′) < ℓ(tβ′)

by Theorem 1.2. It follows that

ℓ(tβ+β′) > ℓ(wtβ′) + ℓ(tβ) β ∈ Q∨
<.

Consequently, the coefficient of [OQG(tβ)] of Dtβ (C(λ)) modulo K≺λ must be

determined by the coefficient of [OQG(e)] in C(λ) by Lemma 2.13, that is etβ(λ) =

q−⟨β,λ⟩eλ. We set
C ′(λ) := Dw0

(ew0λ[OQG(w0)]).
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Since Dtβ (C
′(λ)) is Dw0

-invariant, we conclude that

Dtβ (C
′(λ)) = q−⟨β,λ⟩C ′(λ)Qβ mod K≺λ

by Theorem 2.12. In particular, we find that

Dtβ (C
′(λ))− q−⟨β,λ⟩C ′(λ)Qβ ∈ K≺λ. (2.1)

By the first condition of our assertion and the induction hypothesis, we find
that Dw0

K≺λ is spanned by {C(µ)}µ∈Σ∗(λ) as a CqQ
∨-module. These are the

Dtβ -eigenvectors for each β ∈ Q∨
<. We expand the LHS of (2.1) as∑

µ∈Σ∗(λ)

C(µ)bµλ bµλ ∈ CqQ
∨
+.

Here we remark that this sum must be finite.
For any choices of cµλ ∈ C(q)[[Q∨

+]] (µ ∈ Λ), we have

Dtβ (C
′(λ)−

∑
µ∈Σ∗(λ)

C(µ)cµλ)− q−⟨β,λ⟩(C ′(λ)−
∑

µ∈Σ∗(λ)

C(µ)cµλ)

=
∑

µ∈Σ∗(λ)

C(µ)(bµλ − q−⟨β,µ⟩cµλ + q−⟨β,λ⟩cµλ).

It follows that the element

C ′(λ)−
∑

µ∈Σ∗(λ)

cµλC(µ) cµλ :=
q⟨β,µ⟩

1− q⟨β,µ−λ⟩ b
µ
λ ∈ 1

1− q⟨β,µ−λ⟩CqQ
∨
+ (2.2)

satisfies the desired properties in C(q)⊗Cq
K⪯λ (note that we have ⟨β, µ− λ⟩ ̸= 0

for every µ ∈ Σ∗(λ) for some choice of β). Here we remark that the coefficients
{cµλ}µ does not depend on the choice of β ∈ Q∨

< by the characterization in
C(q) ⊗Cq

KH(Qrat
G ) coming from Theorem 2.12. Thus, we conclude that (2.2)

belongs to

K⪯λ =
(
C(q)⊗Cq

K⪯λ

)
∩KH(Qrat

G ) ⊂ C(q)⊗Cq KH(Qrat
G ).

Therefore, we obtain the desired element C(λ) inside K⪯λ by induction.
Hence, the induction proceeds and we conclude the result.

Corollary 2.16. For each i ∈ I, we have

[OQG(e)(ϖi)] = C(ϖi)
1

1−Qα∨
i

:=
∑
m≥0

C(ϖi)Q
mα∨

i .

Proof. Compare C(ϖi) with the Pieri-Chevalley rule in [28, Theorem 5.10]
through Theorem 2.12.

Theorem 2.17 ([26] Theorem 3.11 and Remark 3.12). There exists a R(G)-
linear embedding

ΨG : qKG(B) ↪→ KG(Qrat
G )

such that:

1. ΨG(Q
β) = [OQG(tβ)] for each β ∈ Q∨

+;

2. ΨG(A
λ(•)) = Ξ(λ)(ΨG(•)) for each −λ ∈ Λ+. 2
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3 Darboux coordinates of KG(GrG)loc

We work in the same settings as in §1.1.

3.1 Non-commutative K-theoretic Peterson isomorphism

Theorem 3.1. Assume that G is simple. We have a Hsph
q -module embedding

ΦG : KG(GrG)loc ↪→ KG(Qrat
G )

that sends [OGrG(0)] to [OQG(e)], intertwines the right product ⊙q on the LHS
to the tensor product on the RHS. More precisely, we have: For each i ∈ I and
ξ ∈ KG(GrG), it holds

Φ(ξ ⊙q (e
−ϖi − e−ϖihi)) = Ξ(−ϖi)(ξ).

To prove Theorem 3.1, we need:

Lemma 3.2. We have an isomorphism

End
H

sph
q

(KG(GrG)loc) ∼= KG(GrG)loc

determined by the image of [OGrG(0)]. In particular, every Hsph
q -endomorphism

of KG(GrG)loc is obtained by the composition of the right multiplication of
KG(GrG) followed by the application of tγ for some γ ∈ X∗.

Proof. As the torus factor H ′ of G produces KH′(GrH′) = KH′(GrH′)loc as
a (Cq-)tensor factors of KG(GrG) and KG(GrG)loc that are isomorphic to a
Heisenberg algebra, we can factor out such a factor to assume that G is simple.

Since KG(GrG) affords a regular representation of Hsph
q , we see that

End
H

sph
q

(KG(GrG)) ∼= KG(GrG).

Here the isomorphism is obtained by the right multiplication and hence f ∈
End

H
sph
q

(KG(GrG)) is determined by f(1).

Let f ∈ End
H

sph
q

(KG(GrG)). By construction of KG(GrG)loc, we can take

β ∈ X−
∗ such that f(1)⊙qtβ ∈ KG(GrG). It follows that 1 7→ f(1)⊙qtβ uniquely

gives rise to an element of End
H

sph
q

(KG(GrG)). Since the right action of tβ is

invertible, we conclude that f(1) ∈ KG(GrG)loc already defines an element of
End

H
sph
q

(KG(GrG)loc) uniquely as required.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Thanks to [26, Proposition 2.13 and Remark 2.14], we
have a Hsph

q -module embedding

ΦG : KG(GrG)loc ↪→ KG(Qrat
G )

that sends tβ to [OQG(tβ)] as the (left) Dw0
-invariant part of the corresponding

embedding of H-equivariant K-groups (cf. Corollary 3.3).
From the construction of the map ΦG through its H-equivariant variants,

we see that KG(Qrat
G ) is the completion of the image of ΦG with respect to the

topology given in §2.2. In view of Lemma 3.2, we find that Ξ(λ) defines an
element of End

H
sph
q

(KG(GrG)loc) if and only if Ξ(λ)([OQG(e)]) is a finite linear

18



combination of {[OQG(w)]}w∈Waf
. This happens for λ = −ϖi by Lemma 2.10.

Namely, we have Ξ(−ϖi) = e−ϖi(id − Hi). Again by [26, Proposition 2.13
and Remark 2.14], we conclude that Ξ(−ϖi) induces a(n left Hsph

q -module)
endomorphism of KG(GrG)loc that sends [OGrG(0)] to e

−ϖi(id−hi). Therefore,
we conclude that the equality in the assertion.

Corollary 3.3. Assume that G is simple. We have a Hq-module embedding

Φ : KH(GrG)loc ↪→ KH(Qrat
G )

extending ΦG with the following properties:

1. we have Φ([OGrG(utβ)]) = [OQG(utβ)] for u ∈W and β ∈ Q∨
<;

2. the right multiplication by tγ corresponds to the right translation by γ ∈
Qγ for each γ ∈ Q∨;

3. For each i ∈ I and ξ ∈ KH(GrG)loc, it holds

Φ(ξ ⊙q hi) = Hi(ξ).

Proof. Notice that we have [OB] ∈ KG(B) in Theorem 1.6, that results in
Hq(I)KG(B) = KH(B) by Theorem 1.6 5). The comparison of Theorem 1.6
with Theorem 2.2 yields

HqKG(GrG)loc = Cq[H]KG(GrG)loc = KH(GrG)loc,

while the comparison of Theorem 1.6 with Theorem 2.8 yields

HqKG(Qrat
G ) = Cq[H]KG(Qrat

G ) = KH(Qrat
G )

as Hq-modules with the desired properties except for the first item. The first
item follows from [26, Proposition 2.13 and Remark 2.14].

Corollary 3.4. Keep the setting of Lemma 3.2. Each Hsph
q -module endomor-

phism of KG(GrG)loc is continuous with respect to the the topology induced
from the topology of KH(Qrat

[G,G]) (defined in §2.2) under Φ[G,G] (by extending

the scalar from Cq to KH′(GrH′)). 2

3.2 Darboux generators of KG(GrG)loc

For each i ∈ I, we set

ϕi := e−ϖi(id−⊙qhi) ∈ KG(GrG)loc ∼= End
H

sph
q

(KG(GrG)loc).

Lemma 3.5. Assume that G is simple. There exists a unique Hsph
q -module

endomorphism ξi on KG(GrG)loc for each i ∈ I such that

ξi ◦ ϕi = (id− tα∨
i
) and ϕi ◦ ξi = (id− qtα∨

i
).

In addition, we have

ξi ◦ ξj = ξj ◦ ξi, ξi ◦ ϕj = ϕj ◦ ξi, and ϕi ◦ ϕj = ϕj ◦ ϕi i ̸= j.
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Proof. We transplant these endomorphisms to KG(Qrat
G ). We set ϕi to be the

endomorphism Ξ(−ϖi), and ξi to be the endomorphism (1 − Qα∨
i )Ξ(ϖi) for

each i ∈ I. A priori, ξi only defines a Hsph
q -endomorphism of the completion of

KG(GrG)loc that is isomorphic to KG(Qrat) via (the natural extension of) ΦG.
To see that ξi defines an endomorphism of KG(GrG)loc, it suffices to see that
whether (1−Qα∨

i )Ξ(ϖi) defines an endomorphism of KG(GrG)loc. By Corollary
3.4, it suffices to see that

(1−Qα∨
i )Ξ(ϖi)([OQG(e)]) = [OQG(e)(ϖi)]− [OQG(tα∨

i
)(ϖi)]

is a finite linear combination of {[OQG(w)]}w∈Waf
, that is the content of Corollary

2.16. Now the commutation relation between them follow from Lemma 2.11.

Corollary 3.6. Keep the setting of Lemma 3.5. Then, the elements

ΦG(

 ∏
i∈I,⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩<0

ξ
−⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩
i


 ∏

i∈I,⟨α∨
i ,λ⟩>0

ϕ
⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩
i

 [OGrG(0)]) λ ∈ Λ (3.1)

are CqQ
∨-linearly independent in KG(Qrat). In particular, there is no addi-

tional relations among {ξi, ϕi}i∈I (to those presented in Lemma 3.5).

Proof. The elements in (3.1) are non-zero since ϕi and ξi defines Ξ(−ϖi) and
(1 − Qα∨

i )Ξ(ϖi) for each i ∈ I, that are invertible in KG(Qrat). In view of
Theorem 2.12, these elements belong to different (joint) eigenspaces with respect
to the action of Dtβ (β ∈ Q∨

<), and hence they are CqQ
∨-linearly independent.

If we have an additional relation among {ξi, ϕi}i∈I, then it violates the linear
independence of (3.1). Consequently, it is impossible and hence the relations
presented in Lemma 3.5 is optimal.

We set qKH(B)loc := CQ∨ ⊗CQ∨
+
qKH(B).

Theorem 3.7. Assume that G is simple. We have a Hq-module isomorphism

Ψ−1 ◦ Φ : KH(GrG)loc ↪→ qKH(B)loc

with the following properties:

1. We have (Ψ−1 ◦ Φ)([OGrG(u)]tβ) = [OB(u)]Q
β for u ∈W and β ∈ Q∨;

2. For each i ∈ I and ξ ∈ KG(GrG)loc, it holds

(Ψ−1 ◦ Φ)(ϕi(ξ)) = A−ϖi
(
(Ψ−1 ◦ Φ)(ξ)

)
.

Proof. The existence of the isomorphism and the first item follows from Corol-
lary 3.3 and [26, Theorem 4.1 and its proof]. The second item is a consequence
of the identification of ϕi with Ξ(−ϖi) under Φ.

Proposition 3.8. We have a Cq-algebra embedding

KG(GrG)loc ↪→ KH(GrH)

given by tγ 7→ tγ (γ ∈ X∗), e
λ 7→ eλ (λ ∈ X∗(G)), and

ϕi 7→ e−ϖi , ξi 7→ (1− tα∨
i
)eϖi (i ∈ I).
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Remark 3.9. 1) Taking Theorem 3.1 into account, Proposition 3.8 follows as the
symmetrization of a result of Daniel Orr [43, (0.2) and Theorem 5.1] when G is
simple of types ADE; 2) By taking the q = 1 specialization, this embedding be-
comes an embedding of commutative algebras that gives rise to an isomorphism
between their fraction fields.

Proof of Proposition 3.8. The element eλ (λ ∈ X∗(G)) and tγ (γ ∈ X∗(G))
generates a common subalgebras of the both sides. If we add these elements
to the case of G = [G,G], then we obtain the whole embedding. Thus, we can
assume that G is simple.

The commutation relation is preserved by a direct calculation. Thus, it re-
mains to see that the elements in Proposition 3.8 generates the wholeKG(GrG)loc.
We havem−1∏

j=0

(1− q−jQα∨
i )

Ξ(mϖi) =

m−1∏
j=0

(1− q−jQα∨
i )

Ξ(ϖi)
m

= (1−Qα∨
i )Ξ(ϖi)

m−2∏
j=0

(1− q−jQα∨
i )

Ξ(ϖi)
m−1

= · · ·

=
(
(1−Qα∨

i )Ξ(ϖi)
)m

.

The Pieri-Chevalley rule [28, Theorem 5.13] is C[H]-linear, and the action
of Ξ(ϖi) sends the Schubert class [OQ(w)] (w ∈Waf) to a possibly infinite sum

eµ[OQ(v)] w ≥∞
2
v ∈Waf , µ ∈ Σ(ϖi).

In view of Corollary 2.16, the action of (1−Qα∨
i )Ξ(ϖi) sends the Schubert class

OQ(e) to a linear combination of

evϖi [OQ(v)] v ∈W

modulo the formal sum of eµ[OQ(v)] for µ ∈ Σ∗(ϖi) and v ∈ Waf . In addi-
tion, the term of the shape eϖi [OQ(v)] must be eϖi [OQ(e)] by inspection (using
Lemma 2.13).

We have [Qα∨
i ,Ξ(±ϖj)] = 0 for i ̸= j (Lemma 2.11). In view of Theorem

2.12 and the fact that Qβ (β ∈ Q∨) commutes with the Hq-action, we deduce
that ∏

i∈I,⟨α∨
i ,λ⟩<0

Ξ(−ϖi)
−⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩

 ∏
i∈I,⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩>0

(
(1−Qα∨

i )Ξ(ϖi)
)⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩
[OQ(e)]

(3.2)
is a (joint) eigenfunctions of Dtγ (γ ∈ Q∨

<). By Theorem 2.15, we deduce that
the Cq-coefficient of the term eµ[OQ(w)] (w ∈ Waf) in (3.2) is non-zero only if
µ ∈ Σ(λ), and the class (3.2) is uniquely determined by the Cq-coefficients of
eλ[OQ(tβ)] for all β ∈ Q∨.

We first examine the case λ ∈ Λ+. Since λ ∈ Σ(λ) is an extremal point,
we find that (λ+ϖi) ∈ Σ(λ+ϖi) is attained uniquely as the sum of elements
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from Σ(λ) and Σ(ϖi) whenever λ ∈ Λ+ (namely the sum of λ ∈ Σ(λ) and
ϖi ∈ Σ(ϖi)). From this, we find that the Cq-coefficient of the term eλ[OQ(w)]
(w ∈ Waf) is just one for w = e and it is zero for w ̸= e by induction from the
case λ = 0 ∈ Λ+. Since the both sides are (joint) eigenfunctions ofDtγ (γ ∈ Q∨

<)
with common (joint) eigenvalues whose coefficients of eλ[OQ(tβ)] (β ∈ Q∨) are
the same, we conclude

Cλ =

(∏
i∈I

((1−Qα∨
i )Ξ(ϖi))

⟨α∨
i ,λ⟩

)
[OQG(e)] λ ∈ Λ+

by Theorem 2.15.

Now we consider general λ ∈ Λ. Find J ⊂ I, λ+ ∈ Λ
(I\J)
+ , and λ− ∈ ΛJ

+

such that λ = λ+ − λ−. When λ− = 0, then the weight eλ+ appears only
as a coefficient of [OQ(e)] in Cλ+ by the previous paragraph. If we want to
represent λ ∈ Λ by a sum of elements from Σ(λ+) and Σ(−λ−) = Σ(−wJ

0λ−),
then we have necessarily λ = λ+ − λ− since λ belongs to the same W -orbit
as λ+ − wJ

0λ− ∈ Λ+. The coefficient of e−λ− [OQ(tβ)] in C−λ− is one if β = 0,
and zero if β ̸= 0 by [41, Corollary 3.15] (note that the set of paths QLS(λ−)
contains a unique path whose weight is of the form q∗eλ− since it represents the
character of a local Weyl module, and such a path contributes to [OQ(e)] only

once by the shape of the formula). It follows that the coefficient of eλ[OQ(tβ)]
in Cλ is one if β = 0, and zero if β ̸= 0. Therefore, we conclude that (3.2) must
be Cλ for every λ ∈ Λ.

It follows that

Φ−1
G (Cλ) =

 ∏
i∈I,⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩<0

ξ
−⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩
i


 ∏

i∈I,⟨α∨
i ,λ⟩>0

ϕ
⟨α∨

i ,λ⟩
i

 [OGrG(0)] ∈ KG(GrG)loc.

By Theorem 2.15 and Theorem 3.1 (cf. Corollary 3.3), one sees that {Φ−1
G (Cλ)}λ∈P

forms a CqQ
∨-basis of KG(GrG)loc. Thus, the elements in the assertion gener-

ates the whole KG(GrG)loc, and we have the desired inclusion.

Corollary 3.10. The Cq-algebra KG(GrG)loc is generated by tγ (γ ∈ X∗), e
λ

(λ ∈ X∗(G)), and ϕi, ξi (i ∈ I). 2

Corollary 3.11. We have a Cq-algebra embedding

KG(GrG) ↪→ KH(GrH)

obtained by the restriction of the domain in Proposition 3.8. 2

4 Induction equivalence for flag varieties

We work under the setting of §2.2. In particular, G is simple. The goal of this
section is to present the following:

Theorem 4.1. Let L = LJ be the standard Levi subgroup corresponding to
J ⊂ I. There is a CqX∗(G)-linear surjective map

qKG(B)∧ −→ qKL(B
J)∧
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sending [OB] to [OBJ ], and it intertwines the action of A±ϖi to the action of
A±ϖi for each i ∈ I. In addition, the kernel of this map is generated by Q−w0α

∨
i

for i ∈ (I \ J).

Theorem 4.1 is proved in subsection §4.2 via explicit calculation. We record
more general result as Theorem A.1.

4.1 Reductions of quasi-map spaces

Lemma 4.2. Let β ∈ −w0Q
∨
J,+. We have an isomorphism

QG(β) ∼= G×P J QLJ(β),

where the the unipotent radical of P J acts on QLJ(β) trivially.

Proof. The definition of QG(β) is to consider a collection of C-lines ℓλ in V (λ)⊗
C[z] for each λ ∈ Λ+ (cf. [25, Lemma 3.28 and Theorem 3.30]). In particular,
such collections must satisfy the same relation as C((z))-lines if we extend the
scalar. By (1.4), we have ℓϖi

∈ V (ϖi) ⊂ V (ϖi) ⊗ C((z)) for i ̸∈ J. Thanks to
the Plücker relations (see e.g. [7, Theorem 1.1.2]), we know that ℓϖi

∈ Gvϖi

for i ̸∈ J. Therefore, a point of QG(β) is G-conjugate to a point represented as
a collection of C-lines {ℓ′λ}λ∈Λ+

such that ℓ′ϖi
= Cvϖi

for i ̸∈ J. By the Plücker
relation (considered over the field C((z))), it follows that ℓ′ϖj

∈ LJ((z))vϖj
for

j ∈ J in this case. This forces our point to belong to QLJ(β), with the trivial
action of the unipotent radical of P J. From these, we deduce a surjective ho-
momorphism G ×P J QLJ(β) → QG(β). Since the G-orbit of {Cvϖi

}i ̸∈J is BJ,
this map is a homeomorphism between projective normal varieties. It must be
an isomorphism by the Zariski main theorem.

Corollary 4.3. Keep the setting of Lemma 4.2. For each λ ∈ Λ+, we have a
surjective (P J-module) map

H0(QG(β),OQG(β)(λ)) −→→ H0(QLJ(β),OQLJ (β)(λ)).

Proof. In view of [25, Theorem 3.33], we have a surjection

H0(QLJ(e),OQLJ (e)(λ)) −→→ H0(QLJ(β),OQLJ (β)(λ)).

In view of [25, Theorem 1.2], the H-weight of H0(QLJ(e),OQLJ (e)(λ)) is con-
centrated in w0λ+Q∨

J,+. Since QLJ(β) is stable under the LJ-action, it follows
that H0(QLJ(e),OQLJ (e)(λ)) is a direct sum of finite-dimensional irreducible
LJ-module. Since ⟨α∨

i , αj⟩ ≤ 0 for every i ∈ I \ J and j ∈ J (and λ ∈ Λ+),
every finite-dimensional irreducible LJ-submodule in H0(QLJ(e),OQLJ (e)(λ)) is
an irreducible [LJ, LJ]-module twisted by a weight µ such that ⟨α∨

i , µ⟩ ≤ 0 for
every i ∈ (I \ J). It follows that

H0(QLJ(β),OQLJ (β)(λ))
∗ ↪→ H0(G/P J,V)∗,

where V is the G-equivariant vector bundle obtained by inflating the P J-module
H0(QLJ(β),OQLJ (β)(λ)). By the Leray spectral sequence, we have

H0(G/P J,V) ∼= H0(QG(β),OQG(β)(λ)).
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Therefore, we conclude

H0(QG(β),OQG(β)(λ)) ∼= H0(G/P J,V) −→→ H0(QLJ(β),OQLJ (β)(λ))

as desired.

Let g[z] := g ⊗ C[z] be the Lie algebra obtained by scalar extension. Each
λ ∈ Λ+ defines a g[z]-module WG(λ) that is the global Weyl module in the
sense of [11]. By expressing λ ∈ Λ+ as the sum λ = λ(1) + λ(2) of λ(1) ∈ ΛJ

+

and λ(2) ∈ ΛI\J, we have the corresponding global Weyl module W[LJ,LJ](λ
(1))

of [lJ, lJ][z] (by taking the external tensor product of the global Weyl modules
for all simple factors of [LJ, LJ]). We define

WLJ(λ) := W[LJ,LJ](λ
(1))⊗ Cλ(2) ,

that is a ([lJ, lJ][z] + h)-module.

Corollary 4.4. For each λ ∈ Λ+, we have an inclusion WLJ(λ) ⊂ WG(λ)
between global Weyl modules.

Proof. In view of [8, Proposition 5.1] (cf. [25, Theorem 3.33]), we have∪
β∈−w0Q∨

J,+

H0(QLJ(β),OQLJ (β)(−w0λ))
∗ = WLJ(λ). (4.1)

By Corollary 4.3, we have

H0(QLJ(β),OQLJ (β)(−w0λ))
∗ ↪→ H0(QG(β),OQG(β)(−w0λ))

∗ ↪→ WG(λ).

Combined with (4.1), we conclude the result.

Proposition 4.5. Let i ∈ I. Find i′ ∈ I such that αi′ = w0αi. The A±ϖi-
action on qKG(B) is the same as the tensor product of OB(±ϖi) on KG(B)∧

modulo Qi′ .

Proof. Let J′ := I \ {i′}. By our definition of A±ϖi , it suffices to see⟨
A±ϖia, b

⟩GW
G

≡ ⟨OB(±ϖi)⊗ a, b⟩GWG mod Qi′ (4.2)

for every a, b ∈ KG(B). Since KG(B) is generated by Aλ for −λ ∈ Λ+ and Qβ

(β ∈ Q∨
+) as CqX∗(G)-algebra, we can take a = Aµ and b = [OB]. Since QG(β)

has rational singularities for every β ∈ Q∨
+ (Theorem 1.11), we have⟨

A±ϖi+λ[OB], [OB]
⟩GW
G

=
∑

β∈Q∨
+

Qβχ(QG(β),OQG(β)(±ϖi + λ))) λ ∈ X∗.

In case ⟨β,ϖi′⟩ = 0, the structure map QLJ′ (β) → pt and Lemma 4.2 yield a

projection map η : QG(β) → G/P J′ = BJ′ , that is G-equivariant. This implies

χ(QG(β),OQG(β)(λ))) = Dw0
(e−⟨α

∨
i ,λ⟩ϖi′χ(QL(β),OQL(β)(λ− ⟨α∨

i , λ⟩ϖi)))
(4.3)

for each λ ∈ X∗. The twist by e−ϖi′ in the RHS of (4.3) is just a O(1)-line
bundle twist of BJ′ pulled back by η. Thus, it arises from the line bundle twist
of OB(ϖi) through ev1. Therefore, we conclude (4.2) as required.
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1

This subsection is entirely devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We set J# :=
{i ∈ I | αi = −w0αj , j ∈ I \ J} and J′ := {i ∈ I | αi = −w0αj , j ∈ J}.

By Theorem 1.12, we know that qKLJ(BJ) is generated from [OBJ ] by
A±w0ϖi (i ∈ J), Qi (i ∈ J′), and X∗

0(J) as an algebra. Suppose that

f(eµ, xi, Q) =
∑

m⃗∈Zr,µ∈X∗
0(J),γ∈Q∨

J,+

fm⃗,µ,βe
µxm⃗Qγ ∈ CqX∗

0(J)[x
±1
1 , . . . , x±1

r ][[Q∨
J,+]],

where xm⃗ := xm1
1 · · ·xmr

r for m⃗ = (m1, . . . ,mr), satisfies

f(eµ, Aϖi , Q)[OBJ ] = 0 ∈ qKLJ(BJ),

whereA±w0ϖi is interpreted as e∓ϖi for i ̸∈ J. The line bundle Cµ⊗OQLJ (β)(−w0λ)
for β ∈ Q∨

J′,+, µ ∈ X∗
0(J), and λ ∈ ΛJ inflates to OQG(β)(−w0(λ+µ)) by Lemma

4.2 and (1.4). Let

f̃(eµ, Aϖi , Q) =
∑

m⃗∈Zr,ν∈X∗(G),β∈Q∨
J,+

f̃m⃗,ν,βe
νxm⃗Qβ ∈ CqX∗(G)[x±1

1 , . . . , x±1
r ][[Q∨

+]]

be the polynomial obtained from f by replacing e−ϖi with xi′ (for each i ∈ I\J
and i′ ∈ I such that ϖi = −w0ϖi′). For each λ ∈ Λ, we have⟨

Aλf̃(eµ, Aϖi , Q)[OB], [OB]
⟩GW
G

=
∑

β∈Q∨
+

∑
m⃗,ν,γ

f̃m⃗,ν,γQ
β+γeνχ(XG(β),OXG

(λ+
∑
i∈I

miϖi))

=
∑

β∈Q∨
+

∑
m⃗,ν,γ

f̃m⃗,ν,γQ
β+γeνχ(QG(β),OQG

(λ+
∑
i∈I

miϖi))

≡
∑

β∈Q∨
J′,+

∑
m⃗,ν,γ

eνDw0
(f̃m⃗,ν,γQ

β+γ χ(QLJ(β),OQLJ (λ+
∑
i∈I

miϖi)))

mod (Qi | i ∈ J#),

where the first equality is the the definition, the second equality follows from
Theorem 1.11, and the third equality follows from Lemma 4.2 and the fact that
OQLJ (λ) is the restriction of OQG

(λ). Similarly, we have

0 =
⟨
Aλf(eµ, Aϖi , Q)[OBJ ], [OBJ ]

⟩GW
LJ

=
∑

β∈Q∨
+

∑
m⃗,µ,γ

fm⃗,µ,γ Q
β+γeµχ(QLJ(β),OQLJ (λ+

∑
i∈I

miϖi))

for λ ∈ Λ. By examining the relation between f and f̃ , we conclude⟨
Aλf̃(eµ, Aϖi , Q)[OB], [OB]

⟩GW
G

≡ 0 mod (Qi | i ∈ J#)

for λ ∈ Λ. In view of Theorem 1.12, this is equivalent to

f̃(eµ, Aϖi , Q)[OB] ≡ 0 mod (Qi | i ∈ J#).
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This yields a map qKG(B) → qKLJ(BJ) that intertwines Aλ (λ ∈ Λ), Qi (i ∈
I), and CqX∗(G)-actions. The Qi ≡ 0 (i ∈ I) specialization of this map is
the restriction map, that is an isomorphism (as a consequence of the bijection
between equivariant line bundles through the restriction; cf. Corollary 1.7).
Since the CQ∨

J′,+-actions are free on the both of qKG(B)/(Qi | i ∈ J#) and

qKLJ(BJ), we conclude that

qKG(B)/(Qi | i ∈ J#)
∼=−→ qKLJ(BJ)

as required.

5 Finkelberg-Tsymbaliuk’s conjecture

We work in the settings of §1.1. The goal of this section is to prove the following
main theorem of this paper, originally conjectured by Finkelberg-Tsymbaliuk
[17]:

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over C such that
[G,G] is simply connected and G ∼= [G,G]×H ′ for a subtorus H ′ ⊂ H. Let L be
a reductive subgroup that contains H. The embedding of Corollary 3.11 induces
algebra embeddings

KG(GrG) ↪→ KL(GrL) ↪→ KH(GrH).

Theorem 5.1 is proved in §5.2. From Theorem 5.1, we conclude the following
enhancement:

Corollary 5.2. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over C such that
[G,G] is simply connected and [G,G] × H ′ for a subtorus H ′ ⊂ H. Let L be
a connected reductive subgroup of G that contains H. Let Z ⊂ H ∩ Z(G) be a
finite subgroup. Theorem 5.1 induces embeddings

KG(GrG/Z) ↪→ KL(GrL/Z) ↪→ KH(GrH/Z)

of algebras.

Proof. We set G′ := G/Z,L′ := L/Z. Note that the quotient H → H/Z induces
an injective map

X∗ ∼= GrH −→ GrH/Z

that identifies X∗ with a subset of the group of cocharacters X′
∗ of H/Z via the

quotient map. This gives rise to an isomorphism

KH(GrH/Z) ∼=
⊕

χ∈IrrZ

KH(GrH)

of algebras. In particular, the connected components of GrH/Z is the union of
the contributions

GrH/Z =
⊔

χ∈IrrZ

GrχH/Z .

The same is true for GrG′ and GrL′ , that we denote by

GrG′ =
⊔

χ∈IrrZ

GrχG′ and GrχL′ =
⊔

χ∈IrrZ

GrχL′ .
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Note that the content of Theorem 5.1 under this setup is the algebra embeddings:

KG(Gr1G′) ↪→ KL(Gr1L′) ↪→ KH(Gr1H/Z), (5.1)

where 1 ∈ IrrZ is the trivial representation.
The action of X′

∗/X∗ induces outer automorphisms of the affine Dynkin dia-
gram ofG. This twists the embeddingKG(GrχG′) ⊂ KH(GrχG′) intoKG(Gr1G′) ⊂
KH(Gr1G′) by the Dynkin diagram automorphisms. These outer automorphisms
induce automorphisms of Hq, and hence gives rise to an algebra structure of
KG(GrG′) induced from KH(GrG′). If we employ these twists of R(H) also to
the coefficients of KH(GrχH/Z), we obtain embeddings

KG(GrχG′) −→ KH(GrχH/Z) χ ∈ IrrZ. (5.2)

Such twists, altogether along IrrZ, give rise to a twist of the algebra structure
of KH(GrH/Z) (that prolongs KH(Gr1H/Z)

∼= KH(GrH)). With these twisted
algebra structures, we obtain a morphism

KG(GrG′) −→ KH(GrH/Z)

of algebras that prolongs (5.1) and (5.2).
It remains to find that such a twisting can be taken to be compatible with

the analogously defined embedding KL(GrL′) ⊂ KH(GrH/Z). To see this, it is
enough to mind that the twisting by χ ∈ IrrZ gives a twisting of G′[[z]] ⊂ G′((z))
by a lift of χ in X′

∗ (up to internal automorphism), and it naturally induce a
twisting of L′[[z]] ⊂ G′((z)).

Example 5.3. We assume that G = SL(2) and L = H is its maximal torus. We
have Q∨ = X∗ = Zα, where α is the positive simple root of G identified with its
coroot. Let ϖ be the fundamental weight. We have

R(G) = C[e±ϖ]S2 ⊂ C[e±ϖ] = R(H).

Theorem 5.1 yields an algebra map

R(G) ≡ R(G)[OGrG(0)] ↪→ KG(GrG) −→ KH(GrH) =
⊕
γ∈Q∨

R(H)tγ ,

where tγ represents the class of the structure sheaf of GrH(γ), that is a point.
In view of Proposition 3.8, we find that

[OGrG(0)] 7→ t0, (eϖ + e−ϖ)[OGrG(0)] 7→ eϖ(t0 − tα) + e−ϖt0.

We remark that Example 5.3 is obtained from the n = 2 case of Example D
by applying Theorem 5.1 (and Theorem 3.7).

5.1 Classes E(β, λ) and O⋆(λ)

We find J ⊂ I such that L in Theorem 5.1 is written as LJ. For β ∈ X≤
∗ (J),

we set J(β) = {j ∈ J |
⟨
α∨
j , β

⟩
= 0} ⊂ J. We set w(J, β) := wJ

0w
J(β)
0 wJ

0 and

J(β)# := {j ∈ J | ∃j′ ∈ J(β) s.t. ϖj = −wJ
0ϖj′} (i.e. w(J, β) = w

J(β)#

0 ). We

set ΛJ
+(β) := ΛJ\J(β) + Λ

J(β)
+ . For each λ ∈ ΛJ

+(β), we define

EJ[β;λ] := DwJ
0
(ew

J
0λ[OGrL(uJ

β)
]) ∈ KL(GrL),

where uJβ ∈W JtβW
J is the minimal length element inside the double coset.
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Lemma 5.4. The Hq(J)-module KL(GrL) admits a direct sum decomposition

whose associated graded pieces are parametrized by X≤
∗ (J). The associated graded

piece corresponding to β is isomorphic to KL(B
J
J(β)#) and the correspondence

is given by

EJ[β;λ] 7→ DwJ
0
(ew

J
0λDw(J,β)[OBJ(wJ

0)
]) λ ∈ ΛJ

+(β).

In particular, the set {EJ[β;λ]}
β∈X≤

∗ (J),λ∈ΛJ
+(β)

forms a CqX∗
0(J)-basis of KL(GrL).

Proof. By definition, we have a C[H]-basis of KH(GrL) offered by [OGrL(wtβ)]

for β ∈ X≤
∗ (J) and w ∈ W J/W J(β). We have KL(GrL) = DwJ

0
(KH(GrL)). By

the Leibniz rule of Di for each i ∈ I (Lemma 1.5), we conclude that the space
of DwJ

0
-invariants in KH(GrL) is the direct sum of the DwJ

0
-invariants in⊕

w∈W J/W J(β)

C[H][OGrL(wtβ)] (5.3)

for all β ∈ X≤
∗ (J). The space (5.3) is stable under the action of Dj (j ∈ J)

again by the Leibniz rule. In addition, it is generated from [OGrL(uJ
β)
], that

is Dw(J,β)-invariant as siβ = β for i ∈ J(β). By Corollary 1.8 (and Theorem
1.6), we deduce that (5.3) is isomorphic to KH(BJ

J(β)#) as Hq(J)-module via

the assignment
[OGrL(uJ

β)
] 7→ Dw(J,β)([OBJ(wJ

0)
]).

This yields the desired correspondence between elements. Note that we have
some u ∈W J such that wJ

0 = uw(J, β) and ℓ(wJ
0) = ℓ(u) + ℓ(w(J, β)). It follows

that

DwJ
0
(ew

J
0λDw(J,β)[OBJ(wJ

0)
]) = Du

(
Dw(J,β)(e

wJ
0λDw(J,β)[OBJ(wJ

0)
])
)
,

represents a L-equivariant vector bundle whose fiber is a LJ(β)# -module with

its character Dw(J,β)(e
wJ

0λ). The latter is chV J(β)#(w(J, β)wJ
0λ) by the Weyl

character formula. We have

KL(B
J
J(β)#)

∼= R(PJ(β)#) = R(LJ(β)#),

and the set of characters chV J(β)#(w(J, β)wJ
0λ) for λ ∈ ΛJ

+(β) is a CqX∗
0(J)-basis

of R(LJ(β)#). Therefore, we conclude that {EJ[β;λ]}λ∈ΛJ
+(β) is the CqX∗

0(J)-

basis of the DwJ
0
-invariant part of (5.3). Since KL(GrL) is the direct sum of

DwJ
0
-invariant parts of (5.3), we conclude the result.

We set EJ
st[γ;λ] := EJ[γ+ β;λ]⊙q t−β for λ ∈ ΛJ, γ ∈ X∗, β, β+ γ ∈ X−

∗ (J).

Corollary 5.5. The element EJ
st[γ;λ] does not depend on the choice (of β).

Proof. The assertion follows from the fact that the right action of tβ commutes
with the left action of Di (i ∈ J).

By construction, we have L ∼= H ′′× [L,L] for a connected subtorus H ′′ ⊂ H.
In particular, we have

L ∼= H ′′ ×
n∏

k=1

Lk
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where each Lk is a simply connected simple algebraic group. Let Q∨
k ⊂ Q∨ be

the span of simple coroots corresponding to (co-)roots in Lk. We have

KL(GrL) ∼= KH′′(GrH′′)⊗Cq

n⊗
k=1

KLk
(GrLk

), (5.4)

where the big tensor product is also taken over Cq. On KL(GrL), we have the
translation elements tβ for each β ∈ X∗ obtained as the product of tγ ’s that act
on one of the tensor factors. This makes (5.4) into the isomorphism between
their localized versions.

Using this, we consider the maps ΨJ and Φ′
J obtained from these of Theorem

3.1 and Theorem 2.17 by employing the following spaces:

KL(Q
rat
J ) :=

n⊗
k=1

KLk
(Qrat

Lk
)⊗KH′′(GrH′′) and qKL(B

J)loc⊗KH′′(GrH′′),

where all the tensor products are taken over Cq, the ΦJ is KH′′(GrH′′)-linear,
and the map Ψ′

J is also KH′′(GrH′′)-linear, though the Novikov variables and
line bundles (including the Heisenberg generators of KH′′(GrH′′)) are twisted
by −w0 from its naive definition. Note that the multiplication by tβ (β ∈ X∗)
corresponds to Q−w0β only if β ∈ Q∨

J , and the multiplication by Qβ for X∗ is
extended formally.

Lemma 5.6. For β ∈ X∗ and λ ∈ ΛJ, we have

EJ
st[β;λ] = Φ−1

J ◦Ψ′
J([OBJ(−w0λ)]Q

−w0β).

In particular, the set {EJ
st[β;λ]}β∈X∗,λ∈ΛJ is a CqX∗

0(J)-basis of KLJ(GrLJ)loc.

Proof. We have [OBJ(λ)] = DwJ
0
(ew

J
0λ[OBJ(wJ

0)
]) ∈ KH(BJ). In view of the

correspondence between Schubert classes under the maps Ψ [26, Theorem 4.1
and its proof] and Φ [26, Proposition 2.13 and Remark 2.14], we deduce the
first assertion. Taking into account of the first assertion and Theorem 3.1, the
second assertion follows from Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.15.

Lemma 5.7. The embedding of Proposition 3.8 induces algebra embeddings

KG(GrG)loc ↪→ KL(GrL)loc ↪→ KH(GrH).

Proof. In view of Corollary 3.10 and Proposition 3.8, we find that KG(GrG)loc
andKL(GrL)loc are obtained by replacing the generator eϖi (i ∈ I) inKH(GrH)
to ξi for i ∈ J (e−ϖi and ϕi are the same for every i ∈ I). The commutation
relation in Proposition 3.8 implies KG(GrG)loc ⊂ KL(GrL)loc inside KH(GrH).

For λ ∈ Λ, we write λ =
∑

j∈Imjϖj for some mj ∈ Z. For each β ∈ X∗, we
define

[O⋆
β(λ)] :=

 ∏
j∈I,mj<0

ϕ
−mj

i

 ∏
j∈I,mj>0

ξ
mj

i

 (tβ) ∈ KG(GrG)loc.
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Similarly, for each λ ∈ Λ, we write λ = µ+
∑

j∈Jmjϖj for some µ ∈ ΛI\J and
mj ∈ Z, and we define

[O⋆
J,β(λ)] := eµ

 ∏
j∈J,mj<0

ϕ
−mj

i

 ∏
j∈J,mj>0

ξ
mj

i

 (tβ) ∈ KL(GrL)loc.

Lemma 5.8. For λ ∈ ΛJ, we have

[O⋆
J,0(λ)] = EJ

st[0;λ] mod (tα∨
j
| j ∈ J).

Proof. In view of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.1, the assertion follows from
Theorem 2.9 4) and the definitions of ϕi’s and ξi’s.

By the comparison of Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.8, we have a transition
matrix (that is a finite sum in view of Corollary 3.10)

EJ[β;λ] =
∑

γ∈X∗,µ∈ΛJ

aγ,µβ,λ(J)[O
⋆
J,γ(µ)]

for aγ,µβ,λ(J) ∈ CqX∗
0(J). Moreover, we have:

Lemma 5.9. We have aβ,λβ,λ(J) = 1, and

aγ,µβ,λ(J) = 0 for every γ ̸∈ β +Q∨
J,+.

Proof. The assertion follows by Lemma 5.8 and the fact that the effect of line
bundle twists of QLk

raises the translation parts by Q∨
J,+.

Proposition 5.10. For each λ ∈ ΛJ and β ∈ X−
∗ , we have

aγ,µβ,λ(J) = aγ,µβ,λ γ ∈ β +Q∨
J,+.

Proof. By assumption, we have E[β;λ] = Est[β;λ] and EJ[β;λ] = EJ
st[β;λ].

Thanks to Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 2.17, we transplant the problem to the
quantum K-groups via (Ψ′

J)
−1 ◦ ΦJ. In view of Corollary 1.7, the assertion

follows by Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.6.

Proposition 5.11. For each β ∈ X≤
∗ and λ ∈ Λ+(β), we have

aγ,µβ,λ =
∑
λ′

cλ′aγ,µβ,λ′(J) γ ∈ β +Q∨
J,+,

where λ′ ∈ ΛJ
+(β) and cλ′ ∈ CqX∗

0(J).

Proof. We borrow the setting in the proof of Lemma 5.4. The element E[β;λ]
corresponds a G-equivariant vector bundle over BI(β)# inflated from a LI(β)-

module V I(β)(λ), while the element EJ[β;λ′] corresponding to a LJ-equivariant
vector bundle over BJ

J(β)# inflated from a LJ(β)-module V J(β)(λ′). These are

parametrized by Λ+(β) and ΛJ
+(β), respectively. In particular, we have

V I(β)(λ) ∼=
⊕

λ′∈ΛJ
+(β)

V J(β)(λ′)⊕cλ′ , (5.5)
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where cλ′ ∈ CqX∗
0(J) ⊂ CqX∗ is understood to be the multiplicity space that

carries the information of character twists.
Consider the expansions

EJ[β;λ] =
∑
µ

dλµE
J
st[β;µ] (λ ∈ Λ

J(β)
+ ) and E[β;λ] =

∑
µ

eλµEst[β;µ] (λ ∈ Λ
I(β)
+ )

with dλµ ∈ CqX∗
0(J), e

λ
µ ∈ CqX∗(G). These correspond to the expansions of the

pullbacks of the class of vector bundles on BJ
J(β)# and BI(β)# to BJ and B in

terms of line bundles by Corollary 1.8, respectively. It respects the decomposi-
tion through the comparison given by Corollary 1.7, that sends Est[β;λ] (λ ∈ Λ)
to eλ−λ′

EJ
st[β;λ

′] for λ′ ∈ ΛJ such that λ− λ′ ∈ ΛI\J.
It follows that

dλµ =
∑
λ′

cλ′eλ
′

µ .

Now the assertion follows by transplanting the problem to the quantum K-
groups via (Ψ′

J)
−1 ◦ ΦJ thanks to Proposition 4.1.

5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1

This subsection is totally devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.1. We consider
elements of KG(GrG) and KL(GrL) as elements of KH(GrH) via Corollary
3.11. Since we have ϕi, ξi, t±α∨

i
∈ KL(GrL) for i ̸∈ J, we have

KG(GrG) ⊂ KL(GrL) (5.6)

if and only if
KG(GrG)[ϕi, ξi, t±α∨

i
| i ̸∈ J] ⊂ KL(GrL), (5.7)

where the LHS exist as a subalgebra of KH(GrH). We consider the completions
of the both sides of (5.7) using the variables {tβ}β∈X∗ with respect to the
direction ⟨β,ϖi⟩ → ∞ for i ̸∈ J. We denote the completion of the LHS of (5.7)
byK∧

G and the completion of the RHS of (5.7) byK∧
L. We have (

∑∞
k=0 tkα∨

i
)ξi ∈

K∧
G for i ̸∈ J, that is an inverse of ϕi. We have (5.6) if and only if K∧

G ⊂ K∧
L.

For a collection m⃗ := {mi}i∈(I\J) ∈ Z(I\J), we set Λ(m⃗) := {λ ∈ Λ |
⟨α∨

i , λ⟩ = mi, i ∈ (I \ J)}. Assume that∑
λ∈Λ,β∈γ+Q∨

+

cλ,β [O⋆
β(λ)] ∈ KG(GrG) cλ,β ∈ CqX∗(G).

By taking the conjugations by tα∨
i
for each i ∈ (I \ J) and separate out the

eigenvectors, we conclude that∑
λ∈Λ(m⃗),β∈γ+Q∨

+

cλ,β [O⋆
β(λ)] ∈ KG(GrG)[ϕi, ξi, t±α∨

i
| i ̸∈ J].

Inside K∧
G, we can take conjugation by ϕi for each i ̸∈ J. By examining their

eigenvalues, we have ∑
λ∈Λ(m⃗),β∈γ+Q∨

J,+

cλ,β [O⋆
β(λ)] ∈ K∧

G.
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Summing them up with respect to m⃗, we find that∑
λ∈Λ,β∈γ+Q∨

J,+

cλ,β [O⋆
β(λ)] ∈ K∧

G.

Recall that we have X≤
∗ ⊂ X≤

∗ (J) and Λ+(β) ⊂ ΛJ
+(β) + ΛI\J, and hence

there is a natural inclusion between the (labels of the) CqX∗(G)-basis

{E(β, λ)}
β∈X≤

∗ ,λ∈Λ+(β)
⊂ KG(GrG) (5.8)

into the (labels of the) CqX∗(G)-basis

{EJ(β, λ1)e
λ2}

β∈X≤
∗ (J),λ1∈ΛJ

+(β),λ2∈ΛI\J ⊂ KL(GrL). (5.9)

If a (formal) linear combination∑
λ∈Λ,β∈γ+Q∨

+

cλ,β [O⋆
β(λ)] cλ,β ∈ CqX∗(G) (5.10)

belongs to KG(GrG), then it represents a CqX∗(G)-linear combination of (5.8).
In view of Proposition 5.11, the partial sum corresponding to (γ + Q∨

J,+) ⊂
(γ + Q∨

+) yields the CqX∗(G)-linear combination of (5.9) through KH(GrH).
Therefore, (5.10) belongs to KG(GrG) only if∑

λ∈Λ,β∈γ+Q∨
J,+

cλ,β [O⋆
J,β(λ)] ∈ KL(GrL).

Since the corresponding leading term element belongs to KG(GrG) ⊂ K∧
G as a

linear combination of (5.8) thanks to Lemma 5.4, we conclude that K∧
G ⊂ K∧

L

by removing the leading terms inductively. This forces KG(GrG) ⊂ KL(GrL)
as required. Thus, we conclude Theorem 5.1.
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Appendix A A quantum analogue of the induction equivalence

Let G be a connected reductive semi-simple group over C, with a Borel subgroup
B and a maximal torus H. Let B ⊂ P ⊂ G be a parabolic subgroup. Let Q∨

+ denote
the span of positive coroots (inside the coroot lattice of G) identified with the effective
cone of G/B. Let Q∨

P,+ ⊂ Q∨
+ be the span of positive coroots of G that does not belong

to the standard Levi subgroup of P (cf. §1.1). Let {(αP
i )

∨}i be the set of positive
simple coroots in Q∨

P,+.
For a smooth projective variety X over C, we have a subset H2(X)+ ⊂ H2(X,Z)

of the effective classes (that is a submonoid). Let Mg,n,β(X) be the moduli stack of
genus g stable maps with n-marked points with degree β ∈ H2(X)+ (see [2, 36]).

Theorem A.1. Let X be a smooth projective algebraic variety over C equipped with
the P -action. We assume H1(X,Z) = {0}. Then, we have a surjective map of algebras

QKG(G×P X) −→ QKP (X),

where QK denotes the big quantum K-group defined in Lee [36].
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Proof. Since X is projective with P -action, we can consider X ⊂ P(V ) for a finite-
dimensional P -module V . We can twist by P -character if necessary to assume that
all the T -weights λ appearing in V satisfies

⟨
(αP

i )
∨, λ

⟩
≥ 0 for all i (with respect

to the standard pairing, cf. §1.1). Then, we have an algebraic induction V # of V ,
that is the maximal finite-dimensional G-module that is generated by V . We have
G ×P X ⊂ P(V #), and hence G ×P X is again projective. The variety G ×P X is
evidently smooth as X is.

Since H1(X,Z) = 0, the Leray spectral sequence yields

H2(G×P X,Z) ∼= H2(X,Z)⊕H2(G/P,Z).

The projection map yields

π : H2(G×P X,Z)+ −→ H2(G/P,Z)+ ∪ {0},

and the preimage of 0 is H2(X,Z)+ by inspection. By the above identification of the
effective classes, we find

Mg,n,β(G×P X) ∼= G×P Mg,n,β(X) (A.11)

whenever β ∈ π−1(0) ∼= H2(X,Z)+. In particular, we have an inflation map

infl : KP (Mg,n,β(X))
∼=−→ KG(G×P Mg,n,β(X)).

By (A.11), the perfect obstruction theory of G ×P Mg,n,β(X) ([36, §2.3 (3)]) can be
taken as the inflation of that of Mg,n,β(X). It follows that

infl([Ovir
Mg,n,β(X)]) = [Ovir

Mg,n,β(G×PX)].

Note that the quantum K-invariants of Mg,n,β(X) ([36, §4.2]) with respect to the
classes from KP (X) are P -characters (corresponding to finite-dimensional virtual rep-
resentations of P ). If β ∈ π−1(0) ∼= H2(X,Z)+, then we find that the inflation isomor-
phisms KP (X) ∼= KG(G ×P X) and KP (Mg,n,β(X)) ∼= KG(Mg,n,β(G ×P X)) send
the P -equivariant Euler-Poincaré characteristic maps to G-equivariant Euler-Poincaré
characteristic maps through the algebraic (virtual) induction of the P -characters to
G-characters. In particular, the quantum K-potential ([36, (16)]) of G×P X is the in-
flation of that of X (from P -characters to G-characters) modulo the Novikov monomial
Qβ with π(β) ̸= 0. This induces an algebra map

QKG(G×P X)/(Qβ | π(β) ̸= 0) −→ QKP (X)

that is an isomorphism as being an isomorphism as vector spaces.
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